
AGILE TEAM IMMERSION WORKSHOP
Abstract: Star performers are often sent to a multi-day training session with the expectation that they will be able to return 
and get the rest of their team completely up to speed and moving along like a high performing Agile team. This most often 
proves to be problematic when everyone on the team has not had the opportunity to work together to learn the 
techniques needed to become high performing. This workshop allows every participant to walk through the entire Agile 
life-cycle in an abbreviated format using their real work. All aspects of planning, from vision down to daily activities are 
practiced.  Prioritization and estimating techniques are taught, practiced and understood by the team together.  The entire 
team shares in learning the importance and best methods of communication, cadence and transparency.  By engaging 
in this practice and learning together, the team is prepared to execute together and achieve Agile success much faster. 

Audience:  This workshop is designed for teams that completely understand the fundamentals who need an immersive 
session in the full framework of Agile practice. The team brings their actual work to the course for a week. This course 
does incorporate parts of the Agile and Scrum Foundations Course in order to bring everyone up to the same level.  

Duration: Five Days.  

Class Size:  Up to 9 Students may register (One Team at a time with their Product Owner and ScrumMaster). 

This class is available as a PRIVATE workshop for your organization. 

Realize the importance of having both a vision and a strategy to achieve the vision.

Leverage how a roadmap is used and how learn how story mapping can help Agile 
organizations with backlog item creation and release planning.

Learn the value of Rapid Release Planning © and understand the benefits it provides with 
regard to managing dependencies and properly sizing and scoping the work.

Perform Backlog Grooming and be prepared for the sprint planning session by having clear 
acceptance criteria defined and a solid definition of done outlined.

Hold a meaningful Retrospective with measurable goals. Learn the importance of Radical 
Candor transparent communication. 

Apply the AgileDad 12 Step Agile Implementation worksheet and identify what additional 
work is needed to achieve next steps towards Agile Excellence. 
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